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Ear$, Refereruesto Thumrt
The origin of phumn has been popularly ascribed to the court of Wajid Ali Shah of
Lucknow, or more specifrcally, to the nawlb himself, or to certain of' his
court musicians. Wajid Ali Shah governed Lucknow from lB47 to 1856.Although little
interested in administration, he was a great patron of the arts, and during his reign,
music, dance, poetry, drama, and architecture flourished abundantly, partly through
his lavish patronage. Wajid Ali Shah personally made many contributions to the arts;
he was a frne Urdu poet, and may be regarded as the father of Urdu drama; he was
also an accomplished kathakdancer, dramatist, and, above all, a singer and composer
of ghumri (Sharar 1975: 60ff). Some of his compositions(e.9., ex. 23 above) are
widely sung even today. Wajid Ali Shah had a pariicular fondness and talent for
it was during, and somewhat before his reign that thumn matured
[humn-;
-or.orr.r,
form and achieved tremendous popularity. Hence it is not so
as a light-classical
surprising that his name has come to be associatedwith the origin of the genre.
Sadiq Rti Ktutr (1800-1910), a renowned thumrr singer of the qawwal ba66he
gharanai is said by others to have invented thumrr; certainly he was a seminal
fig.rr. in the development in the art of fhumn singing, as virtually every prominent
(Shukla l9B3: 49).
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The most obvious"proofs of thumri's existence prior to 1850 are the explicit
referencesto it in a number of works. First, in 1834,Captain Augustus lVillard (1962:
64) has mentioned thumri in his "Treatise on the Music of Hindostan." Ranking
it as a song of
lhumri after dhrupad,khayal, and tpppain importance, Williard describes
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50). Moreover, the Raga Kalpadrumaof lB4B includes texts of dozens of thumns
(specifically labelled thus) in light ragaswhich are currently used for thumrr. Finally,
sitdrist Ghulam Raza Khan, who fleurished in the early decadesof the nineteenth
century, is said in an 1855 text to have based his sitar style on thumrr. In order to
have achievedsuch importance and prominence,lhumn must have existedfor at least
thirty years previously. In fact, its history goes back much further.
Sahgitsar(RGSS),a musical treatise
Thumrr is mentioned in the lB03 Radhagoaind
The RGSSdescribesthumri as
Simha.
Pratap
comissionedby the Maharaja ofJaipur,
a raga, not a genre; this confusion presumably derives from the association of the
genre with the distinctive modes in which it was sung, which were predominantly
h.ptutoni., employing both raised and lowered forms of the third and seventh scale
degrees (as in ragasKafr, Ghara, PrlD, Jangla, Pahari, Zilla', etc')
The thumrr of the nineteenth century evidently bore little stylistic resemblanceto
the modern bol banaothumri, which is sung in slow tempo, emphasizing emotive
portrayal of the text through a leisurely elaboration. In the nineteenth century,
i'thum1" instead denoted a piece in medium or fast tempo tTntal(or occasionallyripak
or ektal) stressing bol bait, a set of techniques whereby the text is manipulated and
fragmented as a vehicle for uistar(alap-like passages),tan (fast melodic runs), and
laltakari (rhythmic manipulation) (Bajpayee 1977: un-paginated introduction)'
Although the bol bait or bandishthumrr resembled 6ho{akhayl in text, tala, tempo,
and compositional structure, it differed fronr it in the following ways:
I " it was associated with kathak dance;
2. it employed a specific set of light ragas;
3. its style'*u, t".httically less demanding than thola ftlayal, which requires
command of virtuoso laz techniquesand strict adherenceto the rules of the raga;
4. nineteenth century botbait thumris were written primarily by a distinct group of
Lucknow composers,all using the pen name "-Piya," (e.g.,Lallan Piya, Sanad
Piya, etc.).r
But the fact that thumrr as a composition was identical to 6ho[akhayal naturally
suggeststhat the evolution of the two genreswas closely related. While dhrupadwas
thi predominant classicalcourt genre until the eighteenth century, since as early as
the fourteenth century, khayl had evidently been evolving as a more ornate'
rhapsodic, and light alternative form, emphasizingfast tansrather than the austereDol
banl talakari or dhrupad.Khayl is said to have received early impetus from the
contributionsof the poet-musicianAmir Khusrau (1253-1325)and the patronageof
Hussein Shah Shaiqi (sultan of Jaunpur 1457-83, sultan of Bihar l4B4-94)
(Nijenhuis l97a: BB). However, it was not until the eighteenth century reign of
Mohammad Shah of Delhi (ruled l7l9-48) thatkhayal became the favored classical
genre, presumably constituting a more lively alternative to the perceived increasing
I The use of the pen name "Piya" is not in itseif an entirely reliable distinction, as a few kha2ak also
contain such signattrres.
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ind Zilla'; indeed, the word 'Jangla" is occasionally used in music to mean
'"mixed",r more specifically, it probably derived from a Persian melody "Zangold,"
which was popular at one tirne in the Delhi area.2Shukla (1983:57-B) derives the
word from the Persian 'Jangla," meaning "ankle-bells," and he infers that the
corresponding mode, or practice of mixing rnodeswas thus associatedspecilically with
dance music, and in particular, with the incipient thumri. 'Ihat jangla was sung by
courtesans in the early eighteenth century would tend to support this hypothesis.
I'wo earlier references to thumn establish clearly that the genre had already
becomepopular by the mid-seventeenthcentury in the Doab, or the area between the
Ganges and Jamuna (Yamuna) rivers, encompassingthe Braj-speaking people. The
RagaDarpanis a 1665Persianfree translation by a Kashmiri subedar, Faqirullah, of a
musical treatise, the Mankutuhal,written a few decadesearlier. Faqirullah states that
"Barva dhun" is called "thumrl" by some people (in Shukla 1983: 5B). Barva is, at
present, a somewhat uncornmon rdga classilied under the Kafi thal $cale group),
using both raised and lowered third and seventhdegrees.lhumri is no longer sung in
ragaBarva, but it is sung in rdgaswhich are similar to Barva, such as Ghara, Kafi, and
Prlu" As in the RG,SS,lhumn is mentioned specifically not as a genre, but as a
dhun,that is, a folk-derived melody or modal type. We may infer that the word thumn
had not come into common usage to denote a specific kind of dance song; rather it was
loosely applied to the distinctive modal types used by courtesans in the Doab for
interpretative Braj dance songs-modal types like Barva and Jangla which
predominated in those areas.
The second seventeenthcentury referenceto lhumrr is in Tofat-ul-Ilind, a Persian
text written in 1675 by Mirza Khan lbn-e-Fakhruddin Mohammad. In this treatise,
thumn is again referred to as a modal type, here a ragini of the Bharata "school" or
classificationsystem.According to this school,rdgasand raginisare classifiedunder six
major rdgas:Bhairav, Malkauns, Hindol, Drpak, Srr, and Megh. fhumn is listed as
the third raginiof Sriraga, sung mostly in the Doab (in Shukla l9B3: 5B). It is among
the sahkzrnaor mixed ragas, containing elements of ragasSahkarabhararia and Mar[.
While the precisestructureof theseseventeenthcentury ragasis not clear,Shuklaillustrates
how the thumri raginTmust have had some a{finities with ragasKafr. and Pahaf, both
of which are popular thumri ragastoday. First, in the T0fat-ul-Hind,Pahaf is, like the
thumri raginT,stated to be a mixture of Sankarabhara4aand Maru; second, Ka{i is,
like the thumrl raginT,araginr of Sri raga, andis a mixture of Sankardbhara.''aand
Gauri. Mam'and Gauri themselveswere closely related, as Gaurr, Paraj, and Sorath
were the components of Mar[ (Shukla l9B3: 58).
Again, lhumrr emergesas a mode evidently containing elementsof Kafi, Khamaj,
and Bilaval thats.RagasSankarabharana and Martr would presumably be classilied in
Bilaval that (no flats); the modern ragasPahan (in its instrumental version) and Kafi
contain both raised and iowered thirds and sevenths.Modern Soragh,while lacking
Ga (the third degree), has both raised and lowered sevenths. Seventeenthcentury
I Personal communication
with Dr. Kalyan Mukherjea, 3/Bl.
2 Personal communication with Munawar
Ati Khan. 3l8l.
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First, ,let us briefly examine interpretative dance forms in medieval India. The
discussion of dance in the NaqyaSastra(NS) of Bharata shows that by the tirne of its
writing (second century e.o.?), a sophisticated and mature classical Sanskrit dance
drama had evolved incorporating music, verse, and interpretative dance. Classical
drama distinguishes three types of presentation: nat2a, or drama (which may
incorporate music and dance as ancillary elements), n7t1a,or interpretative dance
(invariably accompanied by music), and nqtta,or pure, abstract dance (also with
music). In Sanskrit drama, nyQa,which is of greatestinterest to us, was perforrned at
certain points during a standard presentation. NTQa could be either the virile and
strong tpq(aaa,or the feminine and sweet las2a.Lasya was a solo fernale dance,
accornpanied by female singers and an ensemtrleincluding airya,f\ute, and pakhaaaj
(double-headeddrum). According to Desai (1976: 43), the dancer would portray
song, which generally
through movements and gesturesthe sentiment of the catus.padl
in modern lhumri.
him,
as
about
described the lover, or the heroine's complaints
roughly
corresponded
were of eight or six beats, and hence
The talas used (6a66atputa)
to modern kaharaaand dadrafa7as,which are frequently used in thumri. The song was
rendered in a soft, kaiiikt style rather than a vigorous one. Bharata (1951: L4B-237)
describes in great detail the techniques of abhina2a,or the expression of particular
sentimentsor scenesthrough dance.These sentimentsinclude the erotic iTiryaraand sorrowful karuizarasaswhich predominate in thumn today.
IVlukund Lath (1978: 142-3) calls particular attention to the genre of pa\ika
discussedin the Dattilam, a ninth century text. Paryikawas a "feminineo'type of song
plays, where the
used,to accompany lasla in the puraarahgaprologues of sukumd"ra
dominant sentiments were the erotic and the comic. Lath writes:
Xt seernslikely that forms like the pdnika stood in the samerelation with the gitakas
of gandharva [a serious classical form] as does the thumri with the Hindustani
classical forms of today, the khyal and the dhrupad. The thumri though quite as
classicalas the more austerekhyal and dhrupad is a'light' classicalform . . . being
more plaint and ferninine in structure and spirit.
Lath, however, contrasts pahika and ghumrr by stating that although mbdern
thurnri is younger than hha2al and dhrupad,panika was probably of more ancient
origin than other medieval genres (1978: 142-3). Yet this very antiquitv of panika
demonstrates how genres analogous and antecedent to thumrr date back at least
to the ninth century; hence, while the name "ghumrt" may not predate the
seventeenthcentury, its probable ancestorsmay be as ancient as those of Lhayl and
dhrupad.Naturally, thumrr has changedso radically in the last century that nineteenth
century exponentsrarightriot even recognizeit as such; but kha7al,too, has undergone
considerable transformation in the same period.
In the second act of Kalidasa's Malaaikagnimitra,a Sanskrit play of the second
century, the heroine, Malavika, sings a catuqpafrsong, and then interprets the
as in a thumn text, the heroine, a
meaning of the song through dance. In the catuqpa&,
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'young nubile girl, pines for her absent lover.r The narrator praisesMalavika's dance:
Malavika has expressedthe meaning of the song by her gestures.Her foot-work
was in union with the Laya frhythm] and Tala fmeter]. The gesturesperformed by
her limbs were of 'soft' kind, etc. (Desai 1976: 46-7).
It is obvious that the aesthetic function and effect of Malavika's perforrnancewere
identical to those of thumrr in kathak.
The eleventh century scholar Abhinavagupta wrote a comrnentary on the Natya
it he describessome interpretative dance forms like
SAitra entitled Abhinauabharata.In
las2a which are also strikingly reminiscent of thumrr. Of particular interest, notes
which, although possibly of folk origin (like
Chaitanya Desai, is the Qombika'dance,
interpretative
dance in courts and temples' The
as
a
solo
thumrr), was performed
name of the dance suggeststhat it may have been the specialtyof the Qom,a transient
("gypsy") untouchable caste whose traditional occupations have included singing
and dancing. Generally, the Qombikawas perforrned by professional Deuadasi-type
courtesans (Desai 1876: 43-5). According to Abhinava's description of Qombikaas
interpreted by Desai (1976: 48), the dance ended with a iallimarga section
corresponding to the laggi in thumrr, where the tempo acceleratesand the singer
repeats the first line of the song.z
ln the Mughal period there are many referencesto dancing-girls entertaining in the
court and in the home of the nobles. Abul Fazl (1948: 273), the chronicler of the
sixteenth century court of Akbar, has described one female interpretative dance:
some
[The akhara] is an entertainment held at night by the noblesof this country'
of whose ffemale] domestic servants are taught to sing and play. Four pretty
women lead offa dance, and some graceful movementsare executed.Four others
are employed to sing, while four more accompany them with cyrnbals; two others
play thi pakh,awaj,two the upang,while the Dakhan rabab, the ttina, and thelantra,
ire each taken by one player.3 Besidesthe usual lamps of the entertainment' two
women holding lamps stand near the circle of performers.Some ernploy more. It is
more common for a band of the natwasto be retained in servicewho teach the young
slave-girls to perform. Occasionally they instruct their own girls and take them to
the nobles and profit largelv by the commerce.
The dance of the Mughal period was presumably the predecessorof the modern
kathak,the classical dance of North India. trnsofaras the ancestorsof thumrr rvere
I The Sanskrit song (in Desai 1976: 47) may be translated: "I seldom seemy beloved any rnone;o my
him
poor heart, don't hope for him. I am so distraught that my left eyelid twitches uncontrollably. I met
io.rg ugo but how can I reach him now? O God, I arn possessed;you must know and accept my thirst"
(translated privately for the author).
2 Desai
(in the Saitgtta Darpa\a) to a
1iSZA, +01 also opines that a fifteenth century reference
the two words are of different
related,
be
may
genres
the
But
while
thumri.
dance-song.7'tumnisinfact
etymology and denote two quite different forms today.
3 The upang, rabab, and aina were presumably lutes.
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Both kathakand thurnrr
versionsof the folk dancesand
arrd
the Krishna-gnukti;.rft. tsoth are stytrJ
'efr""ed
a{f,rnitieswith thumri and
;;;:how.strorrg
songs of the area, some of which even
*rrrrinli"gfy that two related Braj dance-music
kathak.trn particular, Shukla argues
of the raw materials for katkakand thumri'
genres, ras and7arcari,werethe 6lk,rorrr".,
,,tar2at'l" (:6a66ari, 6aifioil1" the medieval period denoted an erotic'
The terrn
used to
the'type of song and meter commonly
folk-derived aur". for* as weli as
close
the
by
ii' to ttrlmf is suggested
l'ca',tar'" Both words
accompany it. An obvious relationst
Lrra itt derivative,
etymological affrnity between "Qa.rta{f'
Hindi "6a\r,e"-"to go"); "6ar6ar1"',
stem from the sansLit root of motior, "6uJ;-(.f.
.,a joyl,l cry" or "play," rrrJ-"..t"Urating hoh," as well as denoting the
also means
from a
7r). (The wori "thumrl" also derives
dance and rnusic g;;;J (Shukia iggs,
association
root; ihus both words reflect their
verb of motion, denoting stamping tn"
of the
daniar, as we have seen, is the name
with dance. cf. shukla (tgg3: tl)
in bolbanaothumris' Cahtar tala
fourteen- or sixteen-b eattala *or, .orrr*otiy "t9a
often
of North India, as such talas are found'
presumably derives frorn the folk music
Ullll-uradesh'

and especiattt.
by the ,u*. "unl, i,, C"iu'u1,uu'y""ut cil?1 fourtien-beat version (which
lus, oommon thai kaharaaoir-iaa'a, 1aitiar's

Although
g&aana'
il genreslike sohar,
may alsob. .uu.j J^i'-i" r.rtr"usic) is frequentlyyr"g
songs
with
11 is particularly associated
phagua,and hott lUpuanyuya 1974.:,35)'
are
songs
l'edireu"
Such
lStt"ttu 1973:120)'
oftencalled
celebratingiol1,themselves
k"o*" as holl' horTor hotitrtptanfr;the
swlized and refined in the sub-genreoi fh;'r
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latter name reflects the use of trzp1anfr
tata (=6u;6ar) in the genre. FIolI dilfers from
thumrr only in that its texts depict. Krishna playing
hott i^tittr the peasant girls,
spraying them with water and colored
p?yq.. (r". ubo,u" pp. 2+-5)i accordiigry,
holi songsare sung only during spring. iork horz.orrg,ur"
eiidently ,h" ,o.,r.., io,
only for the semi-classicalhoh frpcanfr, but also fo"r
the ,,horTdhamar,,,
-[J" a class of

o*!:o^:Z::

and..:t.to.dhamar
tataor r"".,.."

oir*ur,

ilntar, and the ::t'o-iil',"q,hoti,_
".
Qa\al talaihimra may all derive frorn the same seven or fourteen-matra
(beat) folk tala.,' Hence their tkekas(skeletal mnemonic
structures) are verv similar:
cancar:

*l

dha

2
dhin

3

24
dha

5
dha

6
dhin

5
ta

z6

g

708
- td

tin

7oB
- te

g
ki

l0

3 ll
dha

12
dhe

13
dhin

t4

t2
te

o l3

t4

dhamar:2
xl

9

dha

ge

Jhumra:
*l
dhin
oB g
tin

2
dha
ra

304
ta dhi

dha

o4
J'

tirakita
l0
tirakita

dhin
3lt
dhin

567
dhin
12
dhin

l0
te

3ll
ki

dhage
13
dhage

ta

rirakita
14
tirakita

Each of these three talasis subdividedinto 3*4*B*4
or z+(2+2)+3+(2+2)
beats;in each, a khali section (without left hand strokes)
commenceson beat eight,
and tali sections(with left hand strokes)commenceon beats
one, four, and (excluding
dhamar) eleven.
Jhrlmra is presently performed only in baTakha.1tat,
in ati-vilambit (extremely slow)
tempo, i.e., M.M':ca.^12; dhamaris performed in rnedium tempo,
accompanying
dhrupad style; 1aifar in fast tempo (M.M.:ca. 200) occurs in folk music
and th"
bol barmathumns; in the modern botbaranthumns, the ternpo is usually
"urry
about M.M.:50.
Numerous referencesto 1artariin classical treatisesreveul it to
be of considerable
antiquity. Sanskrit plays such as Ratnaaaliof the seventh century
depict 6ar6arz
as an
erotic interpretati".. dT:9 with song, performed by
women. celebrating the
springtime (in Shukla lg1S:72-il.
The Saizgitaratnakara, important musical text of the thirteenth
century, has
-an
described "6a66arl' as a kind
of song in Hindol rcga, itself set to laiian tala af sixteen
beats, or to ta66arl6handa(poetic meter) (in shuila l9B3: 74f-5).
That its language
was the common Shauraseni Prakrit, rather than the literary Sanskrit,
suggesti that
I The
names of each of the talas may also come from folk music; "dhamdr" would
appear to be related
to folk genres called "dhamal" in Rajasthan and elsewhere,and to the eight-beat
folk tata,,dhumili,'.
'Jhumra" may derive from "jhumar," a folk genre of Uttar Pradesh
sirng in dadra or kahama talas
(Upadhyaya 1974: 35).
z This theka
and another more common one are given in Nijenhuis (r974:70).
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thegenrewasoffolkorigin.Aswe'haveseen,BrajBhasha,thelanguageinwhich
Shauraseni Prakrit'
fturiri is written, envolved from
appears to
i4cipient
the
thuml of the seventeenthcentury'
Medieval 6a6tart,like
raga Kafr' The scale of
have been sung predominantly in modes similar to the modern
to th1! of Kafi. Sirnilarly, the
,igo iin46 oitir. SrR,speriod corresponded roughly
states that ia.rian w-as
nfi.""rtt century Sairyitaiajaof Maharina Kumbha specifrcally
the present-day Kafi,
sung in raga yasant] which also appears to have risembled
ragas are all specifically
asserts Shukla (tggb: lB0). Hindoi, Vuru't, and Kafi
with the sPringtime'
associated
-H;;;
irrul, tomri fila-of sixteenbeats could be regarded as corresponding 199"t
the sR calls it a
(or two) repetitions of ras tala. Rastala was of four or eight beats;
(The
(Shukla 1983: ll0-ll)'
shclrtenedform of the medieval adi tala, of eight beats
modern Hindustani tala of
modern South Indian adi tala also has eight beats.) The
eight beats, kaharua,is commonly used in thumri'
if not synonymous with
The medieval nritltadrama iirIart was closely related to,
century text written
rasak, afolk dance-u'ongg.rrr. celebrating the hofr'.A fourteenth
types of rasak'In
three
of
the
one
as
Uy Vr-u, a king of Arrii.., has described.1artart
the two
equated
of Jinapalopadhyaya
the previous century, the upadesar-asathana
to the
related
are
g.rr*, (in Shukla iSAs' rosl. The words "ras" ancl "rdsak"
,,rasar,, meaning "taste, relish, pleasure." Rasuk, as a folk genre, was
Sanskrit
times' The
evidently a circular, ..Iti. fertility dance dating from prehistoric
purarya
Hariuah"ia
century
description of ras ani a related genre' 6halik,in the second
Prakrit,
in shauraseni
,,rgg.r,, that they vsereerotic darrceswith accompanyingsongs
(in
Vatsyayana 1968:
courtesans
by
archetypically
with drama, and
p.iio"*.a
its name
particular, |halik was an interpretative erotic female dance;
lg+-l).In
the
artifice";
cunning,
derives frorn the Sanskrit "6halr" meaning "deception,
and
entices
who
deception involved may be, first, that of thi dancing courtesan'
Krishna.cul:*.ti"td
.nrrrur., men by her seductive art and feigned longing' 4: lht
the VaishnaVaishnavism;
with
associated
popularity, the ias fertility dance became
Hence thal
detail'
some
in
ras
vite Puraqas,and especialiy the BhagauatPura4a,describe
Puraryas.were
These
may also refer to krishna, the archetypical mischievous6hali1ta.
as a Krishnathe inspiration for the rasfila, which from the sixteenth century emerged
has also inspired
Bhaktr folk dancecelebratingthe holifestival(Shukla l9B3: l0B)' 'Ras
The frank erotipoetry.
and
sculpture, pairrting and.draria, as well as music, dance,
a modern
on-has
cism of many ras and related folk songs-from the medieval period
at marriages'
parallel i' in. vulgar and abusive songs sung by peasant \^/omen
primarily to
set
were
songs
Rara#
above.
and also in the obrcerr. thumns discussed
kaharuatala'
modern
the
to
the eight-matra ras tala, which presumably corresponded
alonq
century,
Alttough the folk dance-drama rasltla itself matured in the sixteenth
ras, rasak'
with the"rpr.ud of Vaishnavism, it is clearly related to"earlier forms Like
the
natla rasali,6ariarl,6halik,and especiallyhaltisak.tA specific caste of performers,
I Vatsyiyana (1g68: l9a) asserrstnat rasandhallisak featured singing and dancing, while fhalik|awas
a sort oi opera incorporating song, instrumental music, and dance'
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,€j';--1In-,.evolved as"traditional exponents of the genre,
which combined song and
r:,:erpretative dance in p_ortrayingepisodesf.om li.ishna,s
affairs with the gojrr, o,
congirls of Brindavan. Ras hld was traditionally performed
in the co.rrtya"rd of a
temple, although at present it is often presented in
other locations. originally, the
musical accompaniment consisted of dhrupadsand
kirtans,which were Vaishnavite
songs expressly written for dance, often containing
pu.rug., of mnemonic drum
syllatrles' While Awasthi (1963: 55) acknowledges
t"rr. auuitrr of concrete evidence
connecting ras ltla with kathak,he does note thal
the two genres share a nurnber of
important features, in particular, the Krishnaite
themaiic material, and certain
central_garr (abhinayasequences)and drum /o/s (patterns).
That the rar group dance
of the Kurnmaun district is caled "6ar6arf, today (Garg
1975:240) also suggestsa
relationship with thumri.
Thtrs, the numerous parallels between ras,iailan,and
thurnrr strongly suggestthat
thumrl developedout of the former genres.Like ghumrr
, ras wasa folk-basedform o{nrit2a, performed especially by women, and depicting
the amorous exproits and
pranks of Krishna; popular modes and talaswe.e used,"and
the predorninant dialect
was that of the Braj area. The associationof ras and,lantariwith
vernal festivities has
its modern parallel in the sub-genre of hal,rfzpfanfr,
itself set to 6ah6artala.
A remarkable combination of the folk rasand the semi-classical
thumn occurred in
wajid Ali shah's ,oh^:.? dance-drama produced by the
nawab, inspired by ras folk
dances (Sharar 1975:64); in this colorful pageant,
Wajid Ali Shah hLimselfis said to
have danced and played the role.of Krishna
R'eferencesto 1attari and rasin classicaltreatiseslike
the ,SRreveal that the thumn
did not suddenly emerge in the eighteenth century
Jrrr.rfi;;il;ffi;;
instead, while these genres may have been primarily "",
folk forms, they were evidently
appreciated in the courts.as weli, although cirtainly in
stylized for*s. Thus, although
thumrr continued throughout its evolutiin to drawdiru.ily
f.o* the folk music of the
Doab, and in particular from the ras and iarIari
sorrg, u.rd dances, its direct
antecedants and influences were the serni-classical
rds and /artai, as performed by the
courtesans.These genres,of course,were thernselvesdrawn
f,romearlier strata of folk
nrusic' which were also the folk ancestorsof the rnodern
folk rasand iar6art"Thus, the
probable interaction of the influences rnay be shown
as below:
folk tradition
semi-classicaltradition
medieval ras, iariai

ras, 1artart

We can assume,in f,act,that throughout thurnri's long
evolution, serni_classicaland
folk styles continued to co-exist, drawing influences
frorn classical music and folk
music, respectively.
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Prem Lata Sharma (1970) has shown that another important feature of
thumri-the lack of emphasison scrupulously correct exposition of raga-also had its
pl;ice in certain medieval court genres,although again, this feature presumably came
frorn contemporary folk genres. Matanga's Brhaddeii (ca. eighth century e.o.)
describesa genre nadaaatt,an erotic song rendered in uibhaiagTtis,or styles in which
the artist was free to transcend melodic regulations. The loosely restrained
elaboration of nddauattis also evident in the S.r?'sdescription of the same genre.
Sharma (1970: 75-7) interprets the relevant passagethus:
. . . in certain rupakas (compositional forms) the melody structure (dhatu) is
endowed with noralty through new stlmlaswhich may be somewhat extraneous to the
intrinsic structure of the raga concerned.
This element of novelty is supplied by either the latent potentialities of the raga
itself (mulaja bhasa) or by the regional melodies known to the performer (duaja
bhasa),or by the shadow of a different raga (chayabhasa),or by the mixture of a
nurnber of ragas {sankiranbhasa).
This passage,despite the antiquity of the,SR,constitutesan excellentdescription of
the manner in which extraneous modal elements are introduced into modern
thurnrr.
The ,SR's discussion of certain styles of rupakalapti(viz., pratigrahanika,sthala'
bhaitjani,and rupakabhaltjani)also invites comparison with the bol banaotechnique of
thumn; in both, the artist's attention is concentrated rnore on musically expressing
the sentiment of the text rather than on meticulously and systematically elaborating
the raga,and hence deviations from the raga frequently occur (Sharma 1970: 77-B).
explication of ripaka stressesthe genre's use of
The fifteenth century Sahgttaraja's
dramatic expressionto heighten the effectof the song; such practices may be regarded
as analogous to the use of bol banaaand bhau (here, gestures) in modern lhumri
(Shukla 1983: 266-7).
Finally, the concept of pratigrahanikamentioned in the ,SR appears to have
correspondedroughlytothemodernpracticeof lek,wherethemukhqaorfirstlineof
the composition is repeatedly sung r,r'ithvariatirns (Shukla 1983: 265-6).
Courtesansand Music
Courtesans played an especially important rple in the development of Indian
music, as they seemedto have constituted the major conduit for the transmission and
exchange of musical ideas and stylistic features between urban classical and the
regional folk cultures. Courtesan groups like kantan,nal, Qhayt,Qom,ka{esar,and Qercdar
have often retained strong rural roots and affiliations which may be manifest in their
music.
It has been mentioned that the early folk and semi-classicalforms which developed
into thumri were, like traditional thumri itself, sung most typically by urban
courtesans. Indeed" as we shall discuss further, such women appear to have been
largely responsible for the blending of Braj folk music and the classical "Great
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Tradition" which resultedin the ernergenceof thumn. In order, then, to understand the
evolution of thumri in its social as well as rnusical perspectives,it is necessary
to examine the role of these courtesans in the social and musical life of classical
India.
A courtesan is not a plain and sirnple prostitute; she is one who combines the
practice of "the olddst profession" with more sophisticatedforms of entertainment. From at least as early as the Vedic epoch,r a class of courtesans specially
trained in music and dance had evidentlv arisen in India. Until the thirties, it was
these courtesanswho rivalled, or even surpassedthe rnale professionalmusicians in
the role of custodians and practitioners of Indian classical and semi-classicalmusic
and dance. IV{ujeeb'selucidation of their function in society is worth quoting in full:
There was no ideal of companionship in married life. . . . The man, if he wanied
companionship, would have had to look for it among men or among such wornen as
were technically classed as courtesans,but were often given an education which
was much wider both as regards knowledge as well as experiencethan that of the
"free" women. They could, if they had the disposition, be friends and cornpanions,
becausethe restrictions which kept the free woman within her house did not apply
to the courtesan. Of course, courtesanswere brought up in a certain way. They
were taught to distrust men, to take advantageof all their weaknessesand use every
possible means to accurnulateresourcesin the form of cash or jewellery that would
enable them to pass their old age with as rnuch freedom frorn care as possible.
There were courtesansof all types, but whatever the type, they were expected to
ful{il the needs of what we understand today by social life. They could converse,
they could amuse, in their houses they could provide men with opportunities of'
coming together and talking freely. Though becauseof their prof,essionthey were
not considered a part of respcctablesociety . . . [it was not considered] wrong or
reprehensible even for respectable men to enjoy the company of courtesans
(Mujeeb 1967: 227).
While courtesans undoubtedly existed in Vedic society as well, their real
proliferation and prominence in trndia came somewhat later, accornpanying the
dramatic deterioration of the status of women which occurred in the fuIauryan era
(fourth to secbnd centuriesn.c.). In the Vedic period, when tribal in{luencesand
traditions were strong, women were generally not married until the age of sixteen or
more; upper- and middle-classgirls were encouragedto study literature and the {ine
arts before their marriage, so that they could provide intelligent and cultured
cornpanionshipto their husbancis(Altekar lg56:9-lB).2 trn the Mauryan period,
partly due to the spread of the custom of bride-pri.ce,pre-puberty rnarriagesbegan io
predominate, and they became standard by e.o.200 (,Altekar i956:56). Since
education after marriage was consideredirnproper, most girls, having married before
t The famous "dancing-girl" statuette unearthed at Mohenjo-Daro may have depicted a courtesan
frory the Indus valley period (3000-1500 n.c.)
z Prominent Vedic-period scholars included a few women (Altekar 1956: l2).
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or
they were eleven,had no opportunity to study, and hencecould not provide literate
need,
culiured friendship to their spouses.While a courtesarlclass arose to fulfil this
the functions of the gentry *iu., *... reduced to procreation and household chores,
as they have remained until recently.
The administration of the Mauryan Empire acted as a huge state bureaucratic
the
monopoly which dominated all cornmerceand agriculture (e{fectivelypreventing
of
1.iseoi private capital which, in Europe, eventually led to the replacement
courtesans,
the
discouraging
than
rather
{budalism with capitalism). Hence the state,
Arthaiaitra,
establisheda ministry of prostitution to reguiate and tax them' Kautilya's
were to be professionally trained in
a manual of government, clescribeshow garyikas
as
music, dancelpainting, and even conversation.(Wives, meanwhile, were described
,,leathei bags," i.e., for holding the seed (Sinha 1976: 1447).)
mere
The courtesans performed for entertainment in the temples, courts' salons, and
home of the nobles. They aiso provided music for auspiciousoccasionslike weddings
or the "auspiciousand son-births, and hence theacame to be known as mahgalmukh,is,
faced."
and
With the decline of the Mauryan Empire and its vast network of commerce
"Asiatic
state capital in the second century n.c., india settled into a static' so-called
by
mode oiproduction" (cf. Thapar'1966: 207ff.). This condition was characterized
their
continued
The
villages
cash.
or
for
trade
seltsu{frcient villages withoui need
above
timeless and static rnode of life while, for two millenia, dynasties rose and fell
sea'
placid
them like troubled waves on the surface of an otherwise dark and
the
Throughout the atomized countryside and the comparatively isolated townq
Hindu
the
With
life'
cultural
and
social,
t..rrple-sbecame the centers of economic,
..rrrrg.n.. and the relative prosperity of the Gupta period (fourth to sixth centuries
temples. proliferated,- urrd so did the courtesans attached to them' These
".D.),"
women, euphemistically called "deaadasis"or "servants of God," were usually
and
beq.reuih.d or sold to iemples as children. The more talented studied music
Large
entertainment.
artistic
with
dance in order to supplement their prostitution
urban ternples rnainiained hundreds of such women; the Sornnath temple alone
while that at Tanjore (Thanjavur) employed four
employed frve hundred deuadasts,
nrr"area (Altekar 1956: lB3). The courtesans'earningswere a sourceof prodigious
revenue for the temples (Kosambi 1965: 68), which advertised their trade by
explicitly erotic sculpiures on the walls. Westernerswho find anomalous the custom
of prostiiution in a sacredplace should appreciate that the temple was not merely, or
e,uenprimarily, a place of worship, but was the economic,cultural, and social center
of
of the village, or, fro* a less charitable perspective,the center of the exploitation
predominant
a
was
of the village. Generally, the temple
the poor urrd *o*.n
land-holder, usurer, employer, school, and "concert-hall" as well as brothel (Thapar
1966:33-l). (Templesin ancient Egypt, Greece,and tsabylonmay have functioned
similarly.) The stati supported the temples, recognizing,according to Kosambi, that
the Brahmanic philosophy of submissionand resignationpreached there had a useful
pacifying effect on the peasantry (Kosambi 1975: 3l-3).
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The combination of eroticism and spirituality in thumn texts has precedentsin the
which, while nominally glorifying the deities of the temple,
music of the deuadasts,
must also have served to attract male customers.The erotic nature of the songs of
contemporary courtesanswas attested to by Bana in the seventhcentury, who wrote
of them:

&
I

*
I

l

I

!

i

Whispering softly like cuckoos,in low passionatetones, they [dancing girls] sang
the words of vulgar mimes, ambrosia to their lovers' ears. . . . Like waves of
passion'sflood, they gleamed all resonant with the cries of anklets adding music to
their steps. As to what was proper to be said or not, they were as void of
discrimination as the childish play of happiness (Saletore 1943: 459).
many lived independently in the cities.
Not all courtesanswere temple deuadasTs;
The role of courtesansin Gupta society is well describedin Vatsyayana's celebrated
KamaSiltra,which may, from one perspective,be regardedas a sort of manual for the
Epicuiean enjoyment of life and, in particular, sex.The'bulk of the text appears to be
written for the aflluent urban gentleman who, entirely free frorn financial concerns,
has essentially nothing to do but entertain himself. The courtesansplayed a crucial
role in the amusement of the wealthy; such diversions as picnics, parties, or drinking
bouts were reserved foi men and courtesans,rather than their wives (Vatsyayana
l96l : 3 I ) . Music and dance were essentialtalents of a cultured woman; while wives of
nobles were free to dabble in the fine arts, only courtesans could perform them
professionally.
The sixth chapter of the Kama Sutra consists of advice to courtesans: how to
please, and at the same time, dominate their clients; how to extract the rnaxirnum
money from them while feigning affection,and so on. Again, among the sixty-four arts
which a courtesan is enjoined to master, singing and dancing are the foremost
(Vatsyayana 1961: 25).
Courtesansin the Muslim Period
Betweenthe eleventhand thirteenth centuries,most of North and Central Indiawas
conquered by Muslim invaders from Central Asia, who established a series of
dynasties that dominated the sub-continent until the advent of the British in the late
eighteenth century. Under Muslim rule, the practice of parda, or the seclusion of
*Jrn.rr, becamewidespread,even among Hindus (Majumdar et al. 1967:393)' This
custom must have rendered married women even more naive and ignorant of the
outside world, and thus it may have further contributed to the demand for courtesans
and to their importance in society.
With only a few exceptions, the Muslim rulers tolerated Hindu practices
(Majumdar et al. 1967:394), and thus many templescontinuedto be centersfor the
artsLnd prostitution. Indeed, dancing-girls and prostitutes are stiil associatedwith
sornetemples. Yet partly becausethe Muslims sackedlarger temples such as those at
Somnath an{ Mathura, and becausethey themselveswere such enthusiasticpatrons
of the fine arts, the temples evidently began to decline gradually as cultural centers;
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music and dance flourished instead in the secular arenas of the courts, the homes of
the nobles, and the urban courtesan districts. Early Muslim potentates like the
Bahmani king Mohammad Shah II (d. 1397) often imported hundreds of courtesans
from North India, Persia, and Khurasan (Baijnath 1963: Z0). The seventeenth
century visitor Tavernier reported that over 21,000 were ernployed in Golconda, in
the Deccan, performing frequently for the king (Mujeeb lg67: 369).
Baijnath (1963) attribures the importation of dancing-girls from persia by the
early Nluslim rulers to the shortage of such women in India at the time. But the
numerous references to dancing-girls and courtesans in classical Indian literature
suggest that they were not at all uncommon in pre-Muslim India; rather, it is probable that early Muslim dynasts imported Persian and Khurasani musicians
and naf-walis (dancing-girls) because they thernseiveswere of Central Asian, not
Indian, origin, and felt rnore cultural and linguistic aflinities with the Middie East. It
is not surprising that a potentate like Mohammad Shah II would prefer familiar
Persian songs and dances to the local arts which might have seemedforeign, if not
distasteful to him. The preferenceof such rulers, as well as that of later poteniates like
Ranjit Singh of the Punjab (d. 1839)for Persian,Pathan, and Kashmiri na|-walis may
also be attributed to the traditional fondness for fair-complexioned women.
The Mughal emperors ardently patronized courtesans, and Europeans like
Manucci and Bernier commented on the proliferation of "female dancers and public
women" in the reign of ShahJahan (ruled 1627-57). Bernier relates ShahJihan's
fondness for the courtesans of the "kenchen" (kantan) caste, who were frequently
invited to the court, often spending the whole night in the seraglio amusing the
emperor.
. . . They were not indeed the prostitutes seen in bazaars, but those of a more
private and respectable class, who attend the grand wedding of omrahs and
Mansebdars, for the purpose of singing and dancing. Most of the Kenchens are
handsome and well-dressed,and sing to perfection,and their limbs being extremely
supple, they dance with wonderful agility, and are always correct in regard to tirne
(Bernier 1935: 274).
Kan6ans, along with three other communities of performing women-d4f4 an, dhayis
and natwds-are also mentioned in the sixteenth crntury Ain-i-Akbari (Fazl l94B:
33-4). Kan6an women are still active as courtesans,especiallyin the Punjab (cf. e.g.,
Nagar 1979: 76).
Shah Jahan's abstemious successor Aurangzeb (ruled 1658- l70T), unlike his
tolerant and syncretist forebears, was a zealous orthodox Muslim who'attempted to
curb Hindu influence at the court as well as Epicurean activities like music and
drinking which offended his puritanical temperament and that of his conservative
advisors (cf. Majumdar et al., 1967:488-9). Hence he banned rnusic in the court
proper and attempted to curtail its popularity in the major cities. Manucci (1907:
335-6), a contemporarytraveler, reports that, nevertheless,
the emperor "continued
aiwavs to entertain in his place, for the diversion of the queens u.ra n;. dauehters,
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several dancing and singing women." Manucci then names thirty-three "overseers
of music," each bearing the surname "Bae" (a standard surname still given to
courtesans,among others); each overseerwas in charge of around ten apprentices,
and each group was assigned to a particular queen, princess, or concubine.
of lhumri
ConclusioruRegardingthe Early Deaelopment
In this chapter we have examined the early crigins of thumrr in the classical period
and discussed the role of its most prominent exponents, the courtesans,in Indian
music and culture. Before proceeding to the development of thumrr in the last two
centuries, we may frrst recapitulate by reconstructing its probable roots and origin
from the evidence presented above.
Sanskrit dance-diama contained not only the sober gandharva songs, but also
lighter forms which were in function and style analogousto the thumri of today. The
paryika,for example, was a semi-classicalerotic female song used to accompany laslta,
or interpretative female dance: Similar tatuqpadisongswere set to sirnple, folk-derived
talasof six or eight beats, and their language was the common regional dialect of the
Braj area. Texts generally portrayed the heroine's anguished longing fbr her lover;
some texts, especially those performed by urban courtesans,were explicitly erotic,
or even obscene.In genres like nadauati,strict adherenceto the correct rendering of
the mode was consideredsecondaryto the -emotiveexpressionof the sentiment of the
text. Ail of these characteristics are typical of the modern thumrr.
From the Gupta period on, the erotic, semi-classicaldance songsof the courtesans
and dramatic performers drew liberally from folk songsof the Braj area, particularly
the genres1ariarl and ras (rasak);thesewere erotic songsand dances,often celebrating
holi,with distinctive talas and probably loosely defined modes.Classical theorists iike
Sarangadevnoted the popularity of thesegenresand applied the names 6a66anand ras
to their characteristic modes and talasas well. By the eleventh century, the custom of
concluding or punctuating folk and semi-classicalsongs with accelerated laggi-type
sectionswas already evidently in vogue,just as is the casetoday in thumri and much
of North Indian folk music.
During the medieval and Muslim periods, the devotional cults' "counterreformation" provided the basis for much of modern Hindustani classical music
(Mukherjee 1948: 18). In particular, horl dhamarand the incipient khayaland ghumrr
drew considerableliterary and musical inspiration from Braj Krishnaite folk poetry,
music, and. dance.
At the same time, erotic interpretative dance and song were the natural specialty of
the courtesans that proliferated in the temples and bazaars throughout the north.
Most of the courtesan groups mentioned in Muslim texts survive even today,
although some have dwindled in recent decadesas fine arts patronage passedfrom
feudal to bourgeois hands.
In the sixteenth century, courtesanshad popularized jangla, a folk song genre of
the Doab region, set to a typical local mode which was evidently heptatonic, with
both raised and lowered forms of the third, seventh,and possibly sixth degrees,thus
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corresponding roughly to mo$ern raga Kafi. By the following century, the word
"thumri" began to be used to denote such songsand modes;in particular, it evidently
came to signi$' those semi-classicalcourtesan dance-songswhich, set to relatively
loosely structured ragaslikeJangla and Barva, dillered from the tahtar and [oD songs
in that, while the latter pertained specifrcallyto the spring festival, thumris were more
general in content, depicting the longing of the distraught heroine.
Some of the scalar evidence linking the incipient thumri to heptatonic Kafi-type
modesis adrnittedly hypothetical, consistingof assumptionsthat seventeenthcentury
ragasBarva and Jangla resembletheir nineteenth (and twentieth) century forms, and
that the Tlfaful-Hind's description of thumri raga admits scalaf interpretation. Not
until the ftGSS (1804) can we be apodictically certain of the link between thumri and
the Kali-rial modes.
We may assumethat until the mid-eighteenth century, thumri was predominantly
used for accompanying dance. Presumably, singers were neither dxpected nor
encouragedto indulge in the rhapsodic coloratura tansor sophisticatedlaykari which
developedlater, and might have distracted a contemporary dancer. Even today, when
bandishlhumnis used to accompanykathak,the vocalist simply repeatsthe composition
and limits his improvisation to simple ornamentation of the melody. Hence,lhumn as
a dance song had little opportunity to develop as a rnature genre, and, in its
seventeenthcentury version, would probably seem plain and artless in comparison
to modern {humn.
It appears that in the lattei part of the eighteenth century, thumri began to be
appreciated and cultivated as a musical genre in its own right, independent of its
traditional function as a dance song. In the salonsand courts, one evolutionary line of
thumrr started to be influenced by the emerging khayl. In this more aristocratic
thumrr, the rnore classical tlntdl eventually replaced the similar folk kaharaa-Epe
meters, as is seen from the early bandisi thumris set to tintaL Male professional and
arnateur musicians began to take interest in and apply their talents to fhumrr, frnding
it a fresh,vital, and exciting contrast to the austeredhrupad,which was declining along
with the Mughal Empire and nobility. The 6hotakhayal and the bol baht thumri
developedtogether, the latter stressinglively rhythmic improvisations in a few loose,
simple ragas rather than dillicult technical acrobatics and strict adherence to rdga
distinctions.
Meanwhile, a less polished, less classicizedstrain of phumrr, retaining the simple
folk modes and meters, probably persistedin the provincial towns like Benares and
Gaya. Indeed, it appears to have been this less aristocratic ghumn which formed
much of the basis for the bol bandothumn which emerged in the late nineteenth
century after the decline of the courts of Delhi and Avadh. The early evolution of
lhumri, then, may be depicted as in the diagram on page 52.
By 1800, lhumri had become the favored semi-classicalform of the upper classes.
Instrurnentalists based a new style on phumri, and some rulers, following in the
tradition of performing music, studied and composed ghumrrs. Historically, too, at
this point, lhumrr emerges into daylight, as hundreds of nineteenth century
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